Made with Beading Loom

“I found these Kazuri beads and was impressed by the
colorations…they set the color theme for the weavings.” Unit 1 (Make two)

Unit2 (Make two)

Bead Color Guide
Miyuki Delica Beads
(Cylinder 11/0)
•DB 862 by blue
•DB 653 by orange
2- Round medium
Kazuri Beads
1- large Kazuri Bead
: Blue
: Orange

START

START

Bracelet Supplies:

Clover’s Bead Loom Art No. 9910
Clover’s Beading Thread
(Brown Art. No. 9914)
Miyuki Delica Beads (Cylinder 11/0)
•DB 862
•DB 653
2- Round medium Kazuri Beads
1- large Kazuri Bead
2- Jump rings
2- Clam shell bead tips
1-Bracelet closure
Round nose pliers

Technique:

Continuous Warp
Decreasing/Increasing
Unit 1 Beads: 10/Warp: 11
Unit 2 Beads: 6/Warp: 7

Loom Set Up•Set up frame with approximately 2.5” between Warp Guide
Beams
•Set Warp Guide Beams with groove set (a) on top.
•Set 1 peg on each end of the Warp Guide Beams
•For unit 1 warp using Method 1: Continuous warp using pegs.
Warp loom with 11 threads using brown thread.
•See package instructions for step by step warping.
•Weave design following the bead placement chart. Tie weft
thread onto warp thread #5 and begin.

Once unit 1 is complete, remove from loom and work in
weft threads. Follow same steps to create unit 2.
•Weave design following the bead placement chart.
Tie weft thread onto warp thread #3 and begin.
NOTE: The length of the bracelet can be adjusted by
adding or subtracting the number of rows in unit 2**
Finishing:
1.Join unit pieces to medium and large Kazuri Beads. Run
a needle and thread through several rows of beads before
the end. From the end pass the needle and thread through
the medium bead and continue running the thread through
several rows; reverse and go back through the rows in the
opposite direction, go back through the med. bead and
reverse through the rows to the beginning
thread…clip thread ends.
2. Attach two bead tips, one on each end; then attach the
Connector 1

thread between

Connector 2

Kazuri, the Swahili word for 'small and beautiful' produces a wide range of hand made,
hand painted ceramic jewelry that shines with
a kaleidoscope of African colors and Kenyan
art that reflects a culture and appeal to a
worldwide fashion market.
Kazuri Beads USA website

Necklace
Supplies:

Clover’s Bead Loom Art No. 9910
Clover’s Beading Thread (Beige Art. No. 9913)
Miyuki Delica Beads (Cylinder 11/0)
•DB 263
•DB 0461 Galvanized
•DB 1593
2- Round medium Kazuri Beads
1- large Kazuri Bead

Technique:

Multiple Warp
Continuous Warp (for connector pieces)
Decreasing/Increasing
Beads: 10 across
Warp: 11

Countinued
with next
chart at lower
right hand
end.

End
Connector 1

Connector 2

Bead Color Guide
Size 11/0
Delicas
: DB0461 Galvanized
: DB 1593
: DB 263

START

Countinue
here

Countinue
here

Necklace:
Loom Set Up
•Set up frame at its longest position (8 3/8”)

•Set Warp Guide Beams with groove set (a) on top.
•Warp loom using Method 2: Multiple Warp Threads.
Make warp threads 26”. Warp loom with 11 threads
using
beige thread
•See package instructions for step by step warping.
•Weave design following the bead placement chart.
Tie weft thread
onto warp thread # 4 and begin.

Once the main woven piece is complete, remove from
loom and work in weft threads.

Connector Pieces (Make 2)
Loom Set Up:
•Set up frame with approximately 2.5” between Warp
Guide Beams
•Set Warp Guide Beams with grove set (a) on top.
•Set 1 peg on each end of the Warp Guide Beams
•Warp loom using Method 1: Continuous warp using pegs.
Warp loom with 11 threads using beige thread.
•See package instructions for step by step warping.
•Weave the connector pieces following the bead
placement chart. Tie weft thread onto warp #4 and begin.
Finishing:
1. Join connector pieces to medium and large Kazuri
Beads. Run a needle and thread through several
rows of beads before the end. From the end, pass
the needle and thread through the medium bead and
continue running the thread thru several rows;
reverse and go back through the rows in the opposite direction, go back through the med. bead and
reverse through the rows to the
beginning thread…clip thread ends.

Please see Illustration on next page.

Connector 1

Connector 2

Add beads (DB 0461) on thread between

***Glossary of Terms taken from “Bead on a Weaving Loom”
by Carol C. Porter

Beige Beading
Thread
ART NO. 9913

Brown Beading
Thread
ART NO. 9914

Beading Loom
ART NO. 9910

book is available
for more projects and
can be purchased
through Design Originals.

Beading Needles
ART NO. 9911
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